Works of Art Committee  
December 9, 2005

Present: Patricia Arack, Julia Bergman, Rita Jones, Tobin Kendrick, Brandi Machedo (A.S. rep), Mary Marsh, Will Maynez, Don Santos, Mine Terner

1. John Adams Mural Restoration
Mary Marsh reported that Miranda Bergman & Susan Cervantes met at John Adams with Dean Linda Grohe regarding the restoration project. They are ready to begin the design work but need a contract ($7,500) with the College to proceed. They will apply to the Zellerbach Foundation for additional funding. Meetings will be held with John Adams faculty, students and staff, and with members of the neighborhood regarding the new design. The row of faces with the earth has been a theme with mural #1 and #2; that image will be integrated into the design for #3.

2. Olmec Head Plaque
Tobin Kendrick has the plaque, which will be mounted near the steps into the patio. To complete the installation of the head lighting is needed. Tobin Kendrick and Will Maynez have identified the perfect lighting solution; however, funding won’t be available until the next fiscal year. The base needs to be finished with cobbles, also on hold for funding. Low horizontal bars were added to the railing around the garden for the safety of wheelchair users.

3. Uptight
Don Santos revised the flyer announcing the new phase of the spring 2006 project. The flyer will be distributed widely. Patricia Arack will write something for City Currents and the Guardsman.

4. Art Guide/Map
Patricia Arack and Mary Marsh reported that the special services contract to hire Rose de Heer, graphic artist, is complete. One original contract goes to the designer, the other original to Stephen Herman. Lisa Velarde is working on a website devoted to CCSF art.

5. Exhibitions
The quilt exhibition is closing on Dec. 9. The Art Dept. faculty will hold a silent auction during Flex to generate funds for the gallery. A juried ceramic exhibit is scheduled for March. Chinese brush painting will be exhibited for the lunar New Year. The Associated Students, Friends of the Library and Concert & Lecture have provided funding to help the Library/LRC exhibitions program. Thank you!
6. Insurance
Kate has been working with Stephen Herman to add breakage coverage to the College insurance policy for art.

7. CCSF Business Cards with Art
The DBO has requested quotes from printers; one quote has been received and two more are expected. The cards will be a little expensive; this project might start with just one image, that of the multicultural children’s choir on the Bufano statue.

8. Rivera Update
The Lozano/Coronel mural book project is funded by the publisher Taschen with $1 million up front just for images; this coffee-table book, the first-ever about all of Diego Rivera’s murals, will have world-wide distribution in four languages. We’ll be in the big time.
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